Electron-enhanced atomic layer deposition of silicon thin films at room temperature
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Silicon thin films were deposited at room temperature with electron-enhanced atomic layer deposition (EE-ALD) using sequential exposures of disilane (Si₂H₆) and electrons. EE-ALD promotes silicon film growth through hydrogen electron stimulated desorption (ESD) that creates reactive dangling bonds and facilitates Si₂H₆ adsorption at low temperatures. Without hydrogen ESD, silicon growth relies on thermal pathways for H₂ desorption and dangling bond formation at much higher temperatures. An electron flood gun was utilized to deposit Si films over areas of ~1 cm² on oxide-capped Si(111) substrates. The silicon film thickness was monitored in situ with a multiwavelength ellipsometer. A threshold electron energy of ~25 eV was observed for the Si film growth. A maximum growth rate of ~0.3 Å/cycle was measured at electron energies of 100–150 eV. This growth rate is close to the anticipated growth rate assuming dissociative Si₂H₆ adsorption on dangling bonds on representative single-crystal silicon surfaces. The Si growth rate also displayed self-limiting behavior as expected for an ALD process. The silicon growth rate was self-limiting at larger Si₂H₆ pressures for a fixed exposure time and at longer electron exposure times. The silicon growth rate versus electron exposure time yielded a hydrogen ESD cross section of σ = 5.8 × 10⁻¹⁷ cm². Ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry showed good conformality in thickness across the ~1 cm² area of the Si film. Si EE-ALD should be useful for a variety of applications. Published by the AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/1.5006696

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon is one of the most important semiconductor materials and is foundational for microelectronic devices. Silicon is usually deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at high temperatures ranging from 600 to 1100 °C with various silane and chlorosilane precursors.¹⁻⁵ At the low end of this temperature range, the silicon growth rate is dominated by surface kinetic processes.¹,² At the high end of this temperature range, the silicon growth rate is determined by reactant mass transport.¹,²

The surface kinetic processes that limit silicon growth at low temperatures are either H₂ desorption using silane precursors or HCl desorption using chlorosilane precursors.¹⁻³ The strong Si–H bond energy of ~90 kcal/mol and the recombinatory H₂ kinetics lead to high desorption temperatures.⁶⁻⁸ The desorption temperatures are ~570–600 °C for H₂ desorption from dihydride and monohydride species.⁶,⁷,⁹⁻¹¹ The minimum Si growth temperatures using silanes are correlated with the H₂ desorption required to create dangling bonds that can adsorb additional silane precursors resulting in silicon growth.³

Silicon growth could occur at much lower temperatures if hydrogen could be desorbed by nonthermal means. One possible nonthermal hydrogen desorption mechanism is electron stimulated desorption (ESD).¹²⁻¹⁴ ESD can occur through a number of processes such as the Menzel–Gomer–Redhead and Knotek–Feibelman mechanisms.¹⁵⁻¹⁸ ESD has been previously used for surface analysis to image chemical bond directionality and thermal disorder in adsorbed species using electron stimulated desorption ion angular distribution (ESDIAD techniques).¹⁹⁻²⁵ ESD is also a component of electron beam induced deposition which uses high energy electrons for the direct writing of nanostructures.²⁶ However, ESD has not been used for macroscopic thin film growth.

Hydrogen removal by ESD from silicon surfaces has also been achieved using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques.²⁷⁻²⁹ STM-ESD desorbs hydrogen with a different mechanism and leaves behind dangling bonds on the silicon surface.²⁷⁻³² These dangling bonds are very reactive and readily adsorb other precursors. The remaining hydrogen acts as a mask to prevent adsorption and provides a pathway for hydrogen desorption nanolithography.³² The dangling bonds can be reacted with precursors to form nanoscale features such as oxide,²⁷,³³ Fe,²⁸ and TiO₂ (Ref. 34) nanoscale lines on Si(100) surfaces. Multiple Si monolayers over nanoscale areas of 100 × 100 nm² have also been fabricated on Si(100) using sequential hydrogen ESD and disilane exposures.³⁵,³⁶

GaN electron-enhanced growth was recently performed to demonstrate the feasibility of electron-enhanced macroscopic thin film growth.³⁷ GaN CVD usually requires temperatures of 800–1100 °C using precursors such as Ga(CH₃)₃ and NH₃.³⁸⁻⁴⁰ For GaN electron-enhanced growth, film growth was performed at much lower temperatures of room temperature and 100 °C using sequential reaction cycles with
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Ga(CH_3)_3, H radical, NH_3, and electron exposures. GaN growth rates up to 1.3 Å/cycle were observed for electron energies of 50 eV. In addition, x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy measurements revealed that the GaN films were polycrystalline.

In this paper, sequential exposures of Si_2H_6 and low energy electrons are used to grow silicon films over areas of ~1 cm^2 by electron-enhanced atomic layer deposition (EE-ALD) at room temperature. The Si EE-ALD films were grown in a stepwise sequence as illustrated in Fig. 1. The silicon growth rate was measured using in situ ellipsometry as a function of electron energy up to 200 eV. Silicon growth was also studied versus Si_2H_6 and electron exposures to determine if the sequential reactions are both self-limiting. In addition, the film composition was evaluated using in situ Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and ex situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These studies demonstrate that nonthermal desorption of hydrogen using ESD can be used to deposit silicon films at room temperature.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Vacuum chamber

The silicon films were grown in a vacuum chamber that is similar to the vacuum chamber that has been described previously. This experimental apparatus contains a sample load lock, a main vacuum chamber pumped with an ion pump and a turbomolecular pump, and a sample analysis chamber containing an AES spectrometer that is pumped with an ion pump. A schematic of this experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The main chamber also contains an electron gun (Model FRA-2x1-2, Kimball Physics, Inc.), a mass spectrometer (PrismaPlus QMG 220, Pfeiffer Vacuum) and hot cathode and cold cathode pressure gauges. The sample analysis chamber also includes a hot cathode pressure gauge.

Compared with the previous study of electron-enhanced GaN thin film growth, the electron flood gun in this investigation was oriented normal to the substrate surface. In addition, a different cathode material was used in the electron gun. The cathode filament assembly was comprised of a tantalum disk secured to a tungsten-rhenium (95%–5%) support. The filament assembly used for the earlier demonstration of electron-enhanced GaN film growth was composed of an yttria-coated iridium disk on an iridium support. The electron flood gun produced electron energies from 5 to 1000 eV at electron currents of 1 nA to 400 μA.

Some additional experimental changes were also made compared with the earlier study of electron-enhanced GaN growth. The hydrogen atom beam source (HABS) (MBE-Komponenten GmbH) was moved to the surface analysis chamber for initial substrate surface cleaning. The new location for the HABS placed the hydrogen radical outlet within 1 cm of the substrate and normal to the surface. This location greatly increased the flux of hydrogen radicals to the surface and produced more efficient surface cleaning.

B. Growth procedure

Si films were grown using disilane (Si_2H_6; 99.998%, Voltaix). Films were deposited on boron-doped Si (111) substrates (Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Inc.) that had been capped with either an Al_2O_3 ALD thin film or a Zn_{0.55}Mg_{0.45}O ALD thin film grown in a different reactor. These buffer films were employed to facilitate analysis of the Si films using the compositional analysis techniques. Prior to loading in the reaction chamber, the substrates were rinsed with acetone and methanol, and then dried with N_2.

Substrates were loaded into the load lock chamber and the background pressure was reduced to 1 × 10^{-6} Torr. The chamber and substrate were irradiated with a UV lamp for 30 min (mini-Z, RBD Instruments) to desorb water from the substrate surface and chamber walls. After the pressure in the load lock chamber was reduced to approximately 1 × 10^{-5} Torr, the substrate and sample stage were transferred into the main chamber. The main chamber and substrate were irradiated with UV light for 30 min. After irradiation, the substrate was transferred to the analysis chamber and exposed to hydrogen radicals created by the HABS using hydrogen gas (H_2; research grade, Airgas) at 1 × 10^{-5} Torr for 30 min. The hydrogen radical flux
at the surface was estimated to be $5 \times 10^{15}$ atoms cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. The substrate was then returned to the main chamber for the growth experiments. The EE-ALD was performed after the main chamber reached a base pressure of $5 \times 10^{-10}$Torr.

The Si substrate was exposed to electrons with an energy of 0–200 eV for 0–480 s. The electron current emitted from the electron gun during electron exposures was 100 $\mu$A for the growth experiments. All reactions were performed at room temperature (27°C). The Si$_2$H$_6$ exposures were defined by pressure transients of 0–4 mTorr for $<300$ ms. These Si$_2$H$_6$ exposures were created using Si$_2$H$_6$ pressures of 0–10 Torr behind a pulsed valve (Parker Hannifin Corp.). The pulsed valve was open for 100 ms. Chamber pressures $>0.4$ mTorr caused the in situ cold cathode gauge to shut off and were not quantifiable.

Silicon CVD from Si$_2$H$_6$ on the electron gun filament assembly composed of a yttria-coated iridium disk on an iridium support progressively led to the formation of silicides. Eventually, the filament assembly failed and required replacement. The filament assembly was changed to a tantalum disk on a tungsten-rhenium support to mitigate this problem. In addition, as a precaution to prolong the life of the filament assembly, sufficient time was given to allow the filament to cool to prevent Si CVD. The minimum Si CVD temperature is $\sim$400°C. Achieving filament temperatures of $<400°C$ was the goal of these wait times.

A typical EE-ALD reaction sequence consisted of an electron gun exposure at 100 eV for 60 s with an electron emission current of 100 $\mu$A. A 300 s wait time was conducted to allow the electron gun filament to cool sufficiently. The surface was then exposed to a disilane dose of approximately 0.15 mTorr for $<300$ ms. A 30 s purge was performed to clear the chamber of disilane precursor. Three in situ ellipsometry scans of 1 s each were then recorded to determine the silicon film thickness. Another 120 s was utilized to allow the electron gun filament to warm up to temperature. This sequence was then repeated to reach the desired film thickness. These repeating sequences were automated using LabVIEW. Approximately 8.5 min were required to complete one full cycle of Si EE-ALD.

The time for one full cycle of Si EE-ALD could be shortened by utilizing high current plasma electron sources. These plasma electron sources would eliminate the wait times for the electron gun filament to cool and to warm up. In addition, the speed for one Si EE-ALD cycle could be faster using spatial ALD techniques. Sample translation during spatial ALD leads to shorter times between the sequential surface reactions. A spatial EE-ALD reactor has been constructed using a DC glow discharge plasma electron source. The results of this spatial EE-ALD reactor for Si EE-ALD will be discussed in a future publication.

C. In situ film analysis

The reaction chamber was equipped with an in situ four-wavelength ellipsometer (FS-1, Film Sense) to measure the film thickness and film growth rate. Measurements were performed at an incidence angle of 55°. Prior to the EE-ALD, a scan of the substrate was recorded to establish the baseline. The film growth was determined using a Cauchy model. During growth, three consecutive 1 s scans were collected after each Si$_2$H$_6$ exposure. Film thicknesses obtained from these three scans were averaged together to determine the film thickness after each Si$_2$H$_6$ exposure. Growth rates were determined from film thicknesses over five reaction cycles for each set of reaction parameters. The plots of thickness versus number of EE-ALD cycles were linear.

Film composition was determined with in situ AES (microCMA, RBD Instruments). The AES spectrometer scanned a kinetic energy range of 30–730 eV with a step size of 1 eV. The electron beam potential was 2.5 kV with a filament current of 2.6 A. The AES data was collected and processed using CMapp (RBD Instruments) software.

D. Ex situ film analysis

The Si films were analyzed using a variety of ex situ techniques. Additional film thickness measurements were performed using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) with a spectroscopic ellipsometer (Model M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.). This ellipsometer was equipped with focusing probes that reduced the beam size to $\sim$300–400 $\mu$m and allowed for spatial mapping of the $\sim$1 cm$^2$ growth area. Data were collected at 65° and 70° incidence angles. The SE data was fitted with a Cody–Lorentz model using CompleteEase (J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) software. The large number of wavelengths from the ex situ SE data allowed the use of the more detailed Cody–Lorentz model.

The film composition was determined by XPS analysis using an x-ray photoelectron spectrometer (PHI 5600). The spectrometer used a monochromatic Al-K$\alpha$ source at 1486.6 eV. The pass energy was 29.35 eV and the step size was 0.25 eV. An electron beam neutralizer was used during the XPS measurements. XPS depth-profiling and surface carbon removal was conducted using argon ion sputtering. The XPS data was collected using AUGER SCAN (RBD Instruments) software. The XPS data was analyzed in CASA xps (Casa Software, Ltd.) software.

The Si films were studied using grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) to determine if the films were crystalline. These GIXRD studies were performed with an x-ray diffractometer (D1 System, Bede Scientific, Inc.). The GIXRD utilized Cu-K$\alpha$ irradiation at an incidence angle of 0.3°.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Film growth and characterization using in situ four-wavelength ellipsometry

The film thicknesses versus number of EE-ALD cycles are shown in Fig. 3. These in situ measurements were performed after each Si$_2$H$_6$ exposure. The reaction conditions consisted of an electron energy of 50 eV, electron exposure times of 60 s, and Si$_2$H$_6$ doses of 0.15 mTorr for $<300$ ms. After a nucleation delay, the film thickness versus number of EE-ALD cycles was linear. The growth rate of 0.15 Å/cycle
was determined by fitting the linear portion of the data in Fig. 3. This growth rate is consistent with submonolayer silicon growth.

Figure 3 shows that there is a slight nucleation delay of ~35 cycles when the silicon films are grown on a Si(111) substrate that had been capped with an Al₂O₃ ALD film with a thickness of ~200 Å. The Si EE-ALD may nucleate by the adsorption of Si₂H₆ on Al-OH species on the Al₂O₃ ALD surface. The electron exposures may also remove hydrogen or other surface species from the Al₂O₃ ALD surface and form reactive sites. These reactive sites may then allow Si₂H₆ adsorption.

The growth rate of the Si films was dependent on the electron energy used for hydrogen ESD. Figure 4 shows the film thickness versus cycle number for electron energies of 30, 88, and 150 eV. The experiments were performed with electron exposure times of 60 s and Si₂H₆ dose pressures of 0.15 mTorr for <300 ms. The film thickness versus cycle number is linear. The silicon growth rate is larger at the higher electron energies. Silicon growth rates of approximately 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 Å/cycle were obtained at 30, 88, and 150 eV, respectively.

Figure 4 reveals that the silicon growth rate is ~0.15 Å/cycle between 50 and 80 eV before increasing rapidly around 85–90 eV. An increase in hydrogen ESD from silicon was also measured earlier at ~100 eV. This increase is likely correlated with the Si 2p core-level binding energy at 99 eV. Desorption of hydrogen at this energy is attributed to electron removal from the Si 2p core level and an Auger decay to the Si 2p core level leaving a hole in the Si–H bond.

A fairly constant silicon growth rate of ~0.27 Å/cycle is measured between 100 and 150 eV. Subsequently, Fig. 5 shows that there is a decrease in the silicon growth rate at ~155 eV. In contrast, there is a corresponding increase in the hydrogen ESD from silicon. This increase was attributed to electron removal from the Si 2s core level and an Auger decay to the Si 2s core level at 150 eV that desorbs hydrogen. For the silicon growth rates shown in Fig. 5, the Auger
decay to the Si 2s core level is believed to desorb Si species in addition to hydrogen. This competing Si etch process is observed as a decrease in the silicon growth rate.

B. Self-limiting growth characterization

Experiments were performed to determine if the silicon growth rate was self-limiting at larger Si2H6 exposures. These investigations were conducted by varying the Si2H6 pressure behind the pulsed valve from 1 to 10 Torr for a valve open time of 100 ms. These Si2H6 doses resulted in chamber pressure excursions of 0–0.4 Torr for <300 ms. Experiments were also performed to determine if the silicon growth was self-limiting at longer electron exposure times. These investigations varied the electron exposure time at a constant electron current with an electron energy of 100 eV.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the silicon growth rate on the Si2H6 dose pressure for a Si2H6 pressure transient of <300 ms. As the Si2H6 dose pressure increases, there is a corresponding increase in silicon growth rate until self-limiting behavior is observed for Si2H6 dose pressures greater than 0.15 mTorr. The limiting factor is believed to be the consumption of available dangling bonds. After Si2H6 exposures sufficient to react with all of the available dangling bonds, there is no additional increase in the silicon growth rate at higher Si2H6 dose pressures.

Figure 7 displays the silicon growth rate versus the electron exposure time. These measurements were again performed with an electron energy of 100 eV and electron exposure times of 60 s. The Si2H6 dose pressure was 0.15 mTorr for <300 ms. The silicon growth rate increases rapidly with electron exposure time and levels off at ~0.32 Å/cycle for electron exposure times longer than 120 s. This self-limiting behavior is believed to result from the production of a limiting number of dangling bonds that can adsorb Si2H6 during the subsequent Si2H6 exposure.

The silicon growth rate of ~0.32 Å/cycle obtained from the results in Fig. 7 is the maximum silicon growth rate given the available reaction parameters. This silicon growth rate can be compared with the silicon growth rate measured earlier using STM-ESD to desorb hydrogen followed by disilane adsorption on the dangling bonds. Sequential cycles of hydrogen desorption from Si(100) by STM-ESD and disilane adsorption produced silicon growth rates of ~0.43 Å/cycle. This silicon growth rate is close to the silicon growth rate of ~0.32 Å/cycle obtained from Fig. 7.

The slightly smaller growth rate for EE-ALD may reflect the differences between the Si(100) surface used in the STM-ESD work and the silicon surfaces in this work. In addition, the hydrogen ESD was conducted at 7 eV in the STM-ESD experiments compared with the electron energies of 100 eV for the results in Fig. 7. The mechanism for STM-ESD at these lower electron energies is believed to involve multiple vibrational excitation of the Si–H bond. The different electron energies and ESD desorption cross sections may affect the amount of hydrogen that can be desorbed from the silicon surfaces. Fewer dangling bonds on the silicon surface would lead to less Si2H6 adsorption and lower silicon growth rates.

Disilane (Si2H6) will dissociatively adsorb on dangling bonds on silicon surfaces. At room temperature and lower temperatures, Si2H6 will adsorb and produce SiH3 and SiH2 features in the infrared absorption vibrational spectrum. Based on the vibrational spectra and identical measured sticking coefficients for Si2H6 and Si2D6 on Si(100) and Si(111) 7 × 7 surfaces, disilane is believed to dissociatively adsorb by breaking the Si–Si bond to produce –SiH3 surface species. However, some infrared absorption studies and theoretical analysis also suggests that Si3H6 can adsorb by breaking a Si–H bond to produce Si–H and Si–Si2H5 surface species.

Both Si–Si and Si–H bond-breaking adsorption pathways for Si2H6 would require at least two nearby dangling bonds on the silicon surface. The silicon growth rate of ~0.32 Å/cycle can be used to estimate the number of dangling bonds on the silicon surface that react with Si2H6 assuming that
each Si₂H₆ molecule that adsorbs requires two dangling bonds. The silicon growth of ~0.32 Å/cycle is consistent with the deposition of 1.6 × 10¹⁴ Si/cm² per cycle assuming a silicon number density of 5.0 × 10²² Si/cm³. A deposited silicon coverage of 1.6 × 10¹⁴ Si/cm² per cycle would require at least 1.6 × 10¹⁴ dangling bonds/cm² per cycle.

This required dangling bond coverage of 1.6 × 10¹⁴ dangling bonds/cm² per cycle is less than the dangling bond coverage of 3.4 × 10¹⁴ dangling bonds/cm² on the reconstructed Si(100) 2 × 1 surface and 3.1 × 10¹⁴ dangling bonds/cm² on the reconstructed Si(111) 7 × 7 surface. However, the -SiH₃ species may decompose further upon adsorption to produce additional hydrogen by 

\[
\text{SiH}_3 \rightarrow \text{SiH}_2 + \text{H}. \quad \text{2,3,48}
\]

This decomposition would require additional dangling bonds and a total dangling bond coverage of at least 3.2 × 10¹⁴ dangling bonds/cm². For comparison, this estimated required dangling bond coverage is close to the dangling bond coverage on the reconstructed Si(100) 2 × 1 and Si(111) 7 × 7 surfaces.

C. Hydrogen ESD cross section

The hydrogen ESD cross section at 100 eV can be determined from the silicon growth rate versus electron exposure time at 100 eV presented in Fig. 7. This determination assumes that the silicon growth is occurring as the result of hydrogen ESD producing dangling bonds. These dangling bonds then react with Si₂H₆ molecules to produce silicon growth. If there are no dangling bonds produced by hydrogen ESD, then no silicon growth should occur. This behavior was confirmed by control experiments where the electron exposures were replaced with a wait time and every other reaction step remained the same. These control experiments revealed that the electrons were essential for silicon growth.

Assuming that the silicon surface is hydrogen terminated, hydrogen ESD produces a coverage of dangling bonds that is inversely proportional to the hydrogen surface coverage, \( \Theta_H \). The rate of change in the hydrogen surface coverage during hydrogen ESD can be described by

\[
d\Theta_H/dt = -\Phi \sigma \Theta_H. \quad (1)
\]

In Eq. (1), \( \Phi \) is the electron flux across the surface (e⁻/cm²s), \( \sigma \) is the total hydrogen desorption cross section (cm²), and \( \Theta_H(t) \) represents the hydrogen surface coverage as a function of time. Solving the above differential equation results in

\[
\Theta_H/\Theta_{HO} = \exp (-\Phi \sigma t), \quad (2)
\]

where \( \Theta_{HO} \) is the initial hydrogen coverage. Equation (2) can be rewritten in terms of the time constant, \( \tau \), in (s), where \( \tau = (1/\Phi \sigma) \). This definition of \( \tau \) yields

\[
\Theta_H/\Theta_{HO} = \exp (-t/\tau). \quad (3)
\]

Equation (3) describes the hydrogen coverage on the surface. The remaining coverage should be comprised of dangling bond sites. Therefore, the dangling bond coverage \( \Theta_{DB} \) can be expressed as

\[
\Theta_{DB}/\Theta_{DB0} = 1 - \exp (-t/\tau), \quad (4)
\]

where \( \Theta_{DB0} \) is the maximum dangling bond coverage which is equivalent to \( \Theta_{HO} \). This treatment assumes that the dangling bond sites produced by hydrogen ESD do not undergo reconstruction.

Based on the initial assumption that the silicon growth rate is proportional to the dangling bond coverage given by Eq. (4), the silicon growth rate, \( R_{Si} \), is

\[
R_{Si} = \alpha [1 - \exp (-t/\tau)]. \quad (5)
\]

In Eq. (5), \( \alpha \) represents the maximum silicon growth rate assuming ideal conditions with no reactants besides Si₂H₆ competing for the dangling bonds. The experimental results in Fig. 7 at 100 eV can be fit by Eq. (5). The line in Fig. 7 shows the fit with \( \alpha = 0.32 \) Å/cycle and \( \tau = 27.5 \) s.

The electron stimulated hydrogen desorption cross section can then be obtained from these fitting parameters. The earlier definition of \( \tau = (1/\Phi \sigma) \) can be rearranged to yield an equation for the cross section

\[
\sigma = 1/\Phi \tau. \quad (6)
\]

In Eq. (6), the electron flux is defined as \( \Phi = I/Ae \), where \( I \) is the electron current, \( A \) is the electron beam area, and \( e \) is the charge of an electron. In these experiments, \( I = 100 \) µA and \( A = 1 \) cm². Using these experimental parameters together with \( \tau \) from the fit to Fig. 7, the hydrogen ESD cross section at 100 eV is \( \sigma = 5.8 \times 10^{-17} \) cm².

As a comparison, the hydrogen ESD cross section measured on Si(100) at 100 eV is \( \sigma = 7 \times 10^{-19} \) cm².\textsuperscript{13} The hydrogen ESD cross section measured on Si(111) at 100 eV is \( \sigma = 9 \times 10^{-20} \) cm².\textsuperscript{12} The deuterium ESD cross section is lower than the hydrogen ESD cross section. The deuterium ESD cross section measured on Si(111) at 100 eV is \( \sigma = 2 \times 10^{-21} \) cm².\textsuperscript{14} Additional STM measurements of the ESD cross section at lower electron energies of 7–30 eV on Si(100) are \( \sigma = 3 \times 10^{-20} \text{–} 4 \times 10^{-21} \) for hydrogen and \( \sigma = 7 \times 10^{-23} \text{–} 16 \times 10^{-23} \) for deuterium.\textsuperscript{28,29,31}

The hydrogen ESD cross section of \( \sigma = 5.8 \times 10^{-17} \) cm² measured in this study is over 80 times larger than the hydrogen ESD cross section of \( \sigma = 7 \times 10^{-19} \) cm² measured on Si(100). The reason for this difference is not known at this time. One possibility is that the hydrogen ESD cross section is sensitive to the underlying structure of the silicon surface. Single-crystal silicon surfaces were employed in the previous investigations. The degree of crystallinity of the Si EE-ALD films is not known and the silicon films may have been amorphous. In addition, the silicon surfaces in this EE-ALD study contained carbon impurities at a concentration of ~10 at. % as discussed in Sec. III D. Surface impurities may influence the hydrogen ESD cross section.

D. Composition from in situ AES and ex situ XPS depth-profiling measurements

The surface composition of the Si film was established by in situ AES measurements. Prior to Si EE-ALD deposition, the AES scans of the surface showed only Al and O AES signals from the Al₂O₃ ALD buffer film with some carbon.
impurities. The Si AES signal from the underlying Si(111) wafer was below the AES detection limit. After 1300 cycles of Si EE-ALD film growth at room temperature, a strong Si AES peak was observed at 93 eV as shown in Fig. 8. The Al AES signal was below the detection limit. The loss of the Al AES signal is expected because the Si EE-ALD film has a thickness of 185 Å as determined from in situ ellipsometry.

In addition to the strong Si AES peak, Fig. 8 also observes O and C impurities at 6 and 21 at. %, respectively. The C impurities may result from hydrocarbon adsorption on the dangling bonds formed by hydrogen ESD. However, the level of C impurities increased with each successive AES scan. Little increase in the C impurities was observed when the sample resided in the chamber for 24 h. This behavior led to the conclusion that the electron filament within the AES spectrometer was at least partly responsible for producing carbon species that adsorbed onto the surface.

Figure 9 shows the ex situ XPS depth profile for a Si EE-ALD film grown at room temperature using 1000 Si EE-ALD reaction cycles on a Zn0.55Mg0.45O ALD thin film on the Si(111) wafer. This Si film had an initial thickness of ~250 Å. The ex situ XPS scans reveal an oxidized silicon film resulting from atmospheric exposure. The XPS measurement of ~25 at. % for the oxygen concentration in the bulk of the Si EE-ALD film is higher than the AES measurement of ~6 at. % for the oxygen concentration on the surface of the Si EE-ALD film. This higher concentration of oxygen may indicate that the Si EE-ALD film has a lower density than crystalline silicon. The refractive index is dependent on density according to the Lorentz–Lorenz formula. The refractive index of the Si EE-ALD film determined by the in situ four-wavelength ellipsometer was n ~ 3.009 at 633 nm (1.96 eV). In comparison, crystalline Si has a refractive index of n = 3.847 at 653 nm (1.9 eV) and n = 3.906 at 620 nm (2.0 eV).56

Figure 9 also reveals that carbon is observed at ~10 at. % throughout the Si film. This result confirms that the in situ AES measurements were influenced by carbon produced by the AES measurements. The XPS measurements of ~10 at. % for the carbon concentrations are more representative of the Si EE-ALD growth. Carbon could originate from residual hydrocarbons in the vacuum chamber that compete with disilane for the dangling bonds after hydrogen ESD. Mass spectrometry measurements observed low levels of methyl and other carbon species in the vacuum chamber. These species also increased in pressure during the electron exposures with the hot electron gun filament.

E. Spatial profile of deposition area and XRD measurements

The Si EE-ALD films are dependent on the electron flux to the surface as demonstrated in Fig. 7. The Si film grew only where the electron flux was present. Figure 10 shows a
picture of the Si film on the Si(111) wafer attached to the sample stage. This Si film was grown using 1350 cycles of Si EE-AlD with an electron energy of 50 eV, electron exposure time of 60 s and Si2H6 dose pressure of 0.15 mTorr for $\leq 300$ ms. The deposited silicon film is visible as a circular $\sim 1$ cm$^2$ area on the Al2O3 ALD film on the Si(111) surface. The Si film is dark brown in color. The silicon growth area is symmetric resulting from the incident electron flux at the surface normal and the Gaussian spatial distribution of the electron beam. Previous studies of GaN electron-enhanced growth observed growth areas that were not symmetric because the electron beam was incident on the substrate at 55$^\circ$ from the surface normal.37

Ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry was also used to measure the film thickness and spatial profile across the Si(111) wafer. Figure 11 shows the thickness profile for the growth area observed in Fig. 10. The Si film has a thickness of $\sim 140$ Å. The Si EE-AlD growth rate determined from this thickness was 0.14 Å/cycle. This Si EE-AlD growth rate is consistent with the Si EE-AlD growth rate observed at 50 eV in Fig. 5.

Figure 11 reveals that the Si film shows a thickness variation of $<10$ Å across the $\sim 1$ cm$^2$ growth area. In addition, there is a sharp decrease in Si film thickness near the edge of the growth area. This fairly “flat top” with steep edges suggests that the hydrogen ESD has produced a self-limiting dangling bond coverage over much of the growth area. The dangling bond coverage then drops off rapidly near the edge of the growth area. A saturation of the dangling bond coverage over the middle of the Gaussian spatial profile of the electron beam is consistent with the saturation of the growth rate versus electron exposure time observed in Fig. 7.

GIXRD measurements of the Si EE-AlD films did not reveal any diffraction peaks. The GIXRD results are consistent with an amorphous structure for the Si EE-AlD films following atmospheric exposure. The extensive oxidation of the Si EE-AlD films revealed by the ex situ XPS depth profile measurements probably removed any crystallinity that may have been present prior to atmospheric exposure. In addition, the carbon impurities at $\sim 10$ at. % would also be expected to remove silicon crystallinity.

In situ capping of the silicon films may prevent oxidation and facilitate the observation of crystallinity. The crystallinity might also be observed by growing much thicker Si EE-AlD films that would prevent the diffusion of oxygen deep into the bulk of the silicon films. Improvements in film crystallinity should also be possible by producing higher purity silicon films through the reduction of residual hydrocarbon species in the vacuum chamber. The effect of residual hydrocarbon species is magnified by the delay between the production of dangling bonds by the electron flux and the subsequent Si2H6 exposure. The long wait times of 5 min required for the electron gun filament to cool probably contributed to higher carbon impurities in the SI EE-AlD films.

F. Comparison with earlier Si ALD and applications of SI EE-AlD

Si EE-AlD is able to deposit silicon at room temperature. In comparison, other reports of Si ALD have required much higher temperatures. These higher temperatures are needed for H2 or HCl thermal desorption from the silicon surface. The initial report for Si ALD was performed at a high temperature of 825°C using SiH2Cl2 and H2 as the precursors.37 Subsequent studies have questioned the mechanism for Si ALD suggested in this initial report.38 The temperatures for Si ALD can be reduced to 540–610°C using SiH2Cl2 together with H radicals.58–60

In this Si ALD strategy, the chlorine coverage leads to self-limiting SiH2Cl2 adsorption and then H radicals allow the chlorine coverage to desorb as HCl. Other Si ALD methods are also based on hydrogen desorption. Lower temperatures for Si ALD of 400°C can be achieved using Si2H6 adsorption and He$^+$ ion bombardment to desorb hydrogen.61 Si ALD has also been demonstrated using SiH4 or Si3H6 adsorption and UV radiation to induce hydrogen desorption by a photothermal mechanism at 180–400°C.62–64 In addition, synchrotron radiation has been utilized to obtain Si ALD at 430–480°C using Si2H6 adsorption followed by hydrogen desorption by photolytic and photothermal mechanisms.65 Temperature modulation methods with low temperature SiH4, Si2H6 or SiH2(CH2CH3)2 adsorption and H2 desorption at $\sim 550$–700°C have also been demonstrated for Si ALD.66–68 None of these earlier Si ALD approaches can achieve Si ALD at room temperature.

Si EE-AlD should be useful to deposit ultrathin silicon films at room temperature. Low temperatures are required for silicon deposition on polymer and other thermally fragile substrates. Silicon deposited on polymer foils can be used to fabricate flexible silicon devices such as solar cells, displays, sensors and thin film transistors.69–72 The silicon films could also be doped using hydrides, such as B2H6 and PH3, that are good candidates for hydrogen ESD following their adsorption on silicon dangling bonds. The room temperature deposition of silicon will also allow the integration of silicon with other materials by eliminating thermal expansion mismatch problems that occur when cooling down from higher temperatures.
Low temperatures are also needed to deposit silicon on substrates that would react with silicon to form silicides at higher temperature. One key application is the fabrication of Mo/Si multilayers for extreme ultraviolet (EUV) mirrors. The Mo/Si multilayer mirrors have high reflectivity at $\lambda = 13.5$ nm for EUV lithography for advanced semiconductor processing. However, silicide formation at temperatures $>210^\circ$C causes interface roughness that degrades the reflectivity. Silicon EE-ALD at low temperatures may provide extremely conformal silicon deposition and offer advantages to the sputter deposition techniques that are currently employed to fabricate the Mo/Si multilayer mirrors.

In addition, there are other applications that may benefit from the directional properties of the electron flux. For example, sidewalls of trenches may be parallel to the electron flux and receive very little flux. This geometry would favor “bottom-up” filling of the trench. The Si EE-ALD would occur first at the bottom of the trench and proceed up the trench with negligible deposition on the sidewalls. This bottom-up filling could be useful for filling high aspect ratio structures.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

Silicon films grew at room temperature using EE-ALD techniques with sequential exposures of disilane and low energy electrons in the range of 25–200 eV. The silicon film growth at low temperature results from hydrogen ESD on the silicon surface. The hydrogen removal forms dangling bonds that are able to adsorb Si$_2$H$_6$ during the subsequent Si$_2$H$_6$ exposure. The Si EE-ALD was self-limiting with respect to the Si$_2$H$_6$ exposure and the electron exposure time. The silicon films grew linearly with number of reaction cycles and growth rates of up to $\sim0.3$ Å/cycle were observed at electron energies of 100–150 eV. These growth rates are close to the expected growth rates assuming disilane adsorption on the dangling bonds on reconstructed single-crystal silicon surfaces.

The Si EE-ALD was dependent on the electron energy. Silicon growth had a threshold around 25 eV and showed a maximum growth rate between 100 and 150 eV. The silicon growth rate then decreased above 155 eV. There was a correlation between the silicon growth rates and the silicon core electron energies. This correlation argues that at least part of the silicon growth mechanism is related to electron removal from silicon core levels and the resulting Auger decay. Fitting the silicon growth rate versus electron exposure time yielded a hydrogen ESD cross section of $\sigma = 5.8 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^2$.

The silicon films were grown using an electron flood gun that produced silicon film growth over areas of $\sim1$ cm$^2$. The silicon growth was very uniform over the area irradiated by the electron beam. The Si EE-ALD films contained carbon concentrations of $\sim10$ at. %. The carbon impurity is believed to result from residual hydrocarbons in the vacuum chamber that compete with disilane for the dangling bonds during silicon film growth. Si EE-ALD should find application for depositing ultrathin silicon films on thermally fragile substrates, preventing silicide formation, and for bottom up filling.
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